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ICAN649002

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137
Washington 0.C. 20555

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-313
License No. DPR-51
Licensee Event Report No. 50-313/89-007-01

Gentlemen:

In accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B), attached is a supplemental
report involving an inadequate design change process that resulted
in a failure to identify a High Pressure Injection System line break
scenario which could cause the system to be incapable of immediately
supplying adequate core cooling.

This report is being submitted to provide updated information regarding
corrective actions which are to be taken with respect to the condition
discussed in the report.

Very truly yours.
-

M
E. C. Ewing
General Manager,
Technical Support
and Assessment

ECE: RHS: sgw
attachment

cc: Regional Administrator
Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

INPO Records Center
1500 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta GA 30339-3064
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On 3/18/89, it was determined that a postulated break in a High Pressure injection (HPI) line Upstream
of the HPl/ Reactor Coolant $ystem (RC$) cold Itg connection and downstream of the first RCi/HPI boundary
check valve could constitute a Loss of Coblent Accident not enveloped by the plant's design basis. If
this break occurred during high power operation concurrent with a HPl pump f ailure (i.e., the loss of
offsitt power and a diesel generator f ailure), the NP) system might not provide adequate core coolbg.
Based on a preliminary analysis, a temporary License Amendment authorizing operation up to 50 psrcent
of rated power was issued. A License Amendment authorizing operation up to 80 percent of rated power
was subsequer41y issued based on a more detailed plant specific analysis. A design change was implemented
during outage IM89 which insta11td t'reak flow limiting cavitating venturits. However. etcessive
vibration during testing necessitated their removal. A permanent resolution is presently being determined
and will be implemented during outage IR9. The cause of this condition was an inadequate design change
process when a n.ajor systte modification in 1979 installed HPl line cross connects, which did not
ensure that adtguate design basis reviews were perfor1hed. The current design change process is considered
adequate to prevent reccurrence of similar conditions.
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A. Plant $tatus |

At the time of discovery of this condition on March 18, 1989 Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1 (AND*1)
was in Cold Shutdown,

t

!

8. [ vent Description

As a result of a January 1989 transient, reported in LIR 60 313/89*002 00, a review of the plent's ,

toergency Core Cooling System ([CC$) analysis was conducted which included a reev61pation of the '

cualification and functional capability of the High Prt&Sure Injection (HPl) Sysite (BJ). During ;

this review it was discovered that a postulated break of a HP1 line could resuit in a saiall break |
Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) which was not enveloped by the plant's existing otsign basis. The I

hypothetical break location is upstream of ths HPl/ Reactor Coolant $ystem (RC$) (AB) cold leg '

conntetton and downstream of the first RC$/HPl system boundary check v61ve. ($te Figure 1 for the
,

general system layout).

The HP) system is part of both the Makeup and Purification $ystem and the ICC$. In the ICC$ mode
.

of operation. two redundant pumps take suction from the Borated Water $torage Tank and supply (this coolant to the RC$ through each of four cross * connected injection lines, which connect to
the four R($ cold legs at the discharge of the Reactor Coolant pumps (RCPs). The HPl system is I

designed to prevent uncovering of the core for so.all and certain intersediate site break LOCAs, '

where high RC6 pressure is maintained, and delays uncovering of the core for other inter 1hediate iand large site break LOCAs.

During performance of the ICC$ review, it mas determined that a potential break of any one of the
!HPI lines upstream of the RC$ cold leg connection and downstream of the first RC$/HPl system

bouncery check valve was not enveloped by prior analysis and could, assumitig a worst case single
f ailure (i.e., an emergency diesel generator f ailure rendering a HP! pump inoperable), result in
significant HP1 flow exiting the break with little flow reaching the core. This would occur
because back pressure on the broken line would essentially be Containment Building pressure whi).

|back pressure on the other lines would be RC$ pressure. This condition would continue until a
Control Room Operator took action to throttle the excellive HP) flows as stipulated in the existing

,

;
(mergency Operating Procedure (EOP). Af ter flow balancing was achieved (analyzed to occur ten i

minutes following a break due to the action of the Operator), appromisintely 50 percent of the flow
from the one running HPl pump would reach the core with the remaining flow exiting the break.

An investigation of the impact of this postulated break on current ECCS evaluations determined '

that the break did not appear to te enveloped by previously postulated breaks. For breaks which
!had been considered in the ICC$ analysis, approximately 50 percent of HP) flow was assumed to t

initially reach the core and approximately 70 percent of HPI flow was assumed to reach the core !
following Control Room Operator action to throttle excessive HPl flow (anelyttd to occur ten !minutes following a break due to the action of the Operator). l'esed on the differences in the !
HP! flows for the postulated break versus the analyted breaks, it mas determined that the HP!
system might not be capabit of supplying adequate core cooling should the break occur during high

;

!power operation.

C. Safety $1gnificance

This condition is considered to be potentielly safety significent in that the analysis employed
;to demonstrate acceptable HP] lystem response capability did not bound this postulated break
ilocation. However, pl6nt safety wts not considered to be significantly compromised due to the low

probability of occurrence of the specific (both in site and location) postulated break in conjunction
with a loss of off site power and the concurrent f ailure of a diesel generator. Additionally,
communication with the Nucitar $ tear Supply System vendor, Babcock and Wilcox, indicates that a
detailed Quantitative analysis using best*estis, ate assumptions cor.listent with the revised ICCS
Rule would demonstrate atteptable peak fuel cladcIng temperatures for this event.

!

l

!

;

!
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D. Root Cause

In 1979 the HP) system was modified to add crossover lines between the 'B' and 'C' HP) lines and
the ' A' and 'D' HP1 lines. This modificatio'i was made af ter the identification of an RC5 break
location (i.e., in the RCP discharge piping) which was considered to be the most lietting for a
ss.411 break LDCA. The design review of this modification, however, apparently overlooked the
potential effects of installation of the cross + connects with respect to a postuinted break location
as described in this report. The cause of this event was Ottermined to te the inadequate design
change process that was in place during this modification. Procedural requirements were not
suf ficient to ensure that an adequatt and in depth design balls review was perforwed.

l. Basis For Reportability

The requirements of 10CRF50.46 state that the ICC$ cooling performance shal? be evaluated in
accordance with an acceptable evaluation model using a nuniber of postulated LOCAs suf ficient to
provide assutance that the entire spectrum of possible LOCAs is covered. Since this identified
break was not enveloped by previously postulated breaks and could result in the HP) system being
incapable of supplying adequate core coolin
ments of 10CFRLD.73(a)(2)(11)(B) as a condidg this condition is reportable pursuant to the require-on outside the design basis of the plant. This
condition was reported in accordance with 10CFRb0.72(b)(2)(1) via the (mergency Notification
system on March 18, 1989.

F. Corrective Actions

An initial bounding analysis assessing operation at a reduced power level was conducted which
conservatively demonstrated that the HPl system could provide adequate core cooling should the
postulated break occur at or tielow 74 percent power. Accordingly, a temporary License Antnament
recuen was submined to reduce the authorized steady state reactor power lis.it to 74 percent
power. The License Asendaient was approved for a 50 percent power naximum 1enel.

A sore detailed, plant specific analysis mas subsequently performed which demonstrated adequate
core cooling can be provided by the HP1 system for operation at power levels up to 80 percent
power. A License Apenoment request based upon the results of this analysis bas submitted and
approved autht,riging operation up to a steady state power limit of 80 percent power.

A design change was implemented during outage 16189 (December,1989) which installed break flow
limiting cavitating venturis in each of the femt HP1 lines upstream of the two check valves which
isolate this piping from the RCS. However, wing post modification testing of the ventuels,
excessige vibration was experienced in the c' Jng downstream of the venturis which necessitated
their removal. The venturis were replac e in s' tided spool pieces which restored the system tous original configuration with the esce:' n of a minor piping reroute on the 'D' HPI line.

Evaluations are presently in progress much are considering two possible permanent corrective
actions which will allow resumption of full power operation. The first consideration involves
reinstalling the cavitating venturis with a modified piping support configuration. The second
consideration involves the installation of motor operated valves in each of the HP! lines as well
as additional flow instrunientation which would allow the operators to more readily identify and
compensate for a pipe break in the location discussed in this report. After determination of the
permanent corrective action, a Design Change will be developed and implemented during refueling
outage IR9, which is scheduled to begin in October,1990.

The design thenge process has been improved several times since the modification to the HPl systemwas completed in 1979. In 19t'7, a comprehensive program was implesiented timed at improving the
quality, depth, and documentation of reviews conducted under 20CFRb0.59 for plant design changes
and procedure changes. The oesign change procedures in place at the present time require detailed
documented reviews of design basis documents for each design change and are considered adeguate to
prevent the recurrence of similar events.

G. Additional Information

A similar design error due to an insatquate design change process (and also associated with the
riodification of the HPl system in 1979 as detailed in this LIR) resulted in the design temperature
of the HPl system piping bein exceeded due to RCS backleakage through a failed open check valve.
This is reported in L[R 50 31 /89-004 00.

(nergy Industry identification System (E!!5) codes are identified in the text as (KX).
I
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figure 1

High Pressure injection Systen. Litit treak'
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VALVE THROTTLED BY OPER ATOR lesDICaltD Flows

1. $cenario assumes a loss of off site power and the failure of one Emergency Diesel Centrator.

2. Numt>ers in parentheses represent estimated flows af ter operator (Mions.

3. Flow and pressure values are estimated.

4, RCP Reactor Coolant Pump

6. HPIP - High Pressure Injection Pump


